D ATA S UMMARIES AND A T-A-GLANCE BLOW- UP CHARTS

The Seven Seals
At-A-Glance Blow-Up Chart
Earth's 7 Primary Vort/ces
Opening-Activating and Closing-Deactivating Schedule
VORTEX & LOCATION

#
Painted Desert, Arizona USA

OPENING CYCLE
FULLY ACTIVATED
111988- 611992

CLOSING CYCLE
FULLY CLOSED
612042 - 612047

2

Jerusalem , Israel

611992 - 611996

6/2038 -612042

3

Himalayan Mountains, Asia

6/1996- 112000

1/2035- 612038

4

Giza , Egypt

1/2000 - 612 004

6/2029- 112035

5

Machu Picchu, Peru

6/2004 - 612008

6/2025 -612029

6

Caucasus Mountains , USSR

6/2008- 112012

1/2022 -612025

7

Andes Mountains, South America 1/2012 - 612017

6/2017- 112022

As each vortex progressively opens and activates, the dimensional frequency
bands that correspond to the vortex number begin transmitting through Earth's
morphogenetic field . This causes the Sphere of Amenti to begin transmitting its
morphogenetic imprint for that dimensional frequency band through Earth's grid. The
frequency imprints for DNA strands 1 - 8, which are stored within the morphogenetic
field of the Sphere of Amenti (along with the Imprints for strands 9·12), progressively
transmit through Earth's grid, as the dimensional frequency bands that correspond to
each strand begin transmission. The frequency bands of D-8 Meta-galactic Core, which
accelerate activation of the 8111 DNA strand, transm it through Earth's grid when Earth's planetary
core comes into a direct 3-day alignment with the cores of Tara, Gaia and the Meta-galactic
Core, as Earth aligns directly with the Holographic Beam . The imprints for DNA strands 9-12 do
not transmit through Earth's grid; they are accessible only through the grid of Tara. Activation of
strands 1-8 on Earth allows for ascension to the Taran time cycles , from which the imprint for
strands 9-12 can be accessed.
The human bio-energetic field picks up the DNA Imprint through Its direct contact
with the bio-energetic fields of Earth's grid, which provides humans with the opportunity
to add that Imprint to Its operational DNA construction. The process of activating the new
imprint takes place as the strand Imprint Is pulled from the bio-energetic field, into the
personal morphogenetic field, at which point the new Imprint will begin manifestation
within the operational DNA strands. DNA strand mutations are purged from the race
morphogenetic imprint in the Sphere of Amenti and the strand imprint is realigned with the
12 strand DNA pattern by the successive births of the 6 Silent Ascension Avatars
Transmission of the corrected DNA strand Imprints through Earth's grid allows a
reverse-mutation ofvarlous ascension-Inhibiting human genetic distortions to take place.
Earth's 7 Primary Vortices open only during the two ascension cycles , at the beginning and
end of a 26,556-year Harmonic Universe Euiago time cycle The energetic dynamics that Earth
now approaches, as It enters the 'Ia cycle point In Its 2"d ascension cycle, are unprecedented
within the annals of recorded human history. The coming of these events has been symbolically
foretold through oral and written tradition for thousands of yea rs
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